The future for electronic journals
Electronics is making an amazing impact on our lives. In medicine a key development is the Internet, which connects over 30 million computers world wide, allowing fast, rapid and efficient exchange of information. Information stored in electronic archives can now be obtained almost instantaneously by authorized users; several journals, including the British Medical Journal and The Lancet, have started home pages detailing their contents, and at least three are fully electronic (journal ?! Biolo8ical Chemistry, Astrophysical Letters and the Online Journal if Current Clinical Trials). For the author, electronic publishing ofTers reduced lag times in article submission, faster peer review and instant publication once a paper is accepted. Furthermore, shortage of space will never be a reason for rejection! For the reader, additional material (including abstracts for the references) can be obtained at the click of a mouse, and there are possibilities of live interactions with authors, editors and peers. Animated features depicting complex topics will be an added attraction.
This liberation from the constraints of ink on paper might seem an almost unmixed blessing. Not so: the nascent discipline of electronic publishing faces many dilemmas, regarding issues such as quality control, intellectual property rights and archivabilitvl. Some commentators worry that electronic journals will mouth unreviewed new findings, bypassing the usual peer review system, or favour dazzling technical features over original scientific content. Even the unofficial chats hetween authors, reviewers and readers-in theory very attractive-could he a matter of concern. In paper journals, one of the editor's johs is to sieve the correspondence for items that make a useful contribution to debate. Internet users will be well aware of the massive volume of ill-informed comment and sheer junk that clutters the system. What of intellectual property rights? This will be a thorny issue when the technology for transfer of information around the world hecomes fast and widespread. Archivability in the conventional sense is going to be difficult, and special precautions against data loss will become necessary. Another concern is advertising, to which many of the paper journals owe their existence. What is the electronic equivalent of the hard-to-miss advertisement on the hack cover? Perhaps advertisers will demand the reader's attention by insisting on a 'click here to continue' routine? Lastly, there is the hazard of viruses. Widely distrihuted electronic journals could be targets for the new generation of computer viruses, capable of locking to the data being downloaded. Journals might feel ohliged to include a 'vaccine section', to protect themselves and their readers.
For the westerner who abhors the screen or does his reading in the bath, the advent of the electronic journal is bad news. What about the doctor in a developing country, unahle to get access to the information highway? Except in big cities, most libraries of the developing world cannot afford the electronic journals or even the infrastructure necessary to read thern/. As a means of disseminating medical knowledge and improving health care, the paperfree library now deserves the serious attention of aid agencies.
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